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- Software program partners with water agencies to increase irrigation efficiency
- Estimates that overwatering constitutes 1/3 of all water applied to commercial & public landscapes
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Water budgets as an efficiency tool

Waterfluence Insights

Resolve Last Month’s Spike

Check Your Irrigation System for Leaks
Your site’s water use was unusually high last month. You may want to inspect your irrigation system for leaks and stuck valves that waste water, compromise landscape appearance, and can potentially damage paving and buildings if not fixed.
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Annual Performance

- 300% Budget
- 82% Seasonal
- 5 Score
- $2.3k Lost $
- 4.3' Applied
- 1.4' Budget

Annual Depth Applied

Charts
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- Monthly Inches
- Annual F13
- Annual Stats

Water Applied Budget range +/-15%
Partnerships
SRP currently funds Waterfluence for…